Molecular Dynamics Simulations on Coalescence and Non-coalescence of Conducting Droplets.
When an electric field with various strengths is applied to two adjacent conducting droplets, the droplets may completely coalesce, partially coalesce, or bounce off one another. To reveal an atom-scale mechanism of coalescence or non-coalescence, dynamic behaviors of two conducting nanodroplets at a homogeneous electric field are studied via molecular dynamics simulations in this work. The results show that there is a critical field strength and a critical cone angle above which the two droplets partially coalesce or bounce off. Charge transfer between the two droplets is observed when the droplets are brought into contact. The partial coalescence and the bounce-off of the two droplets at strong field strengths are found to be due to the high charge transfer rate, which leads to the breakup of the coalescing droplet at different locations.